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admincheat BanPlayer or or are just to provide information and examples. admincheat DestroyMyTargetWhatever is in your characters crosshairs will be destroyed upon entering this admin command. The benefit of this with this admin command dinos do not need to have a saddle equipped in order to be ridden. For all eggs of breedable creatures
(e.g. not for Titanboa) there is also a fertilized version available. KillPlayer Once entered the specified played will be killed Combination of God Mode, Enemy Invisible and even Infinite Stats. This command will instantaneously kill the targeting dino/creature, building, player or structure that is within your crosshair. Only input if you wish to use this
command line and also 0 in will share and 1 will not. The case shown below is how it appears in the directory structure as it was compiled. This allows the player to fly around the map and move freely without restraints of gravity or in-game physics. Commands which are written in < .... So you can pass through structures, dinos, buildings and even
the terrain. But it should be noted that they can still receive damage from drowning, hunger, thirst and other natural elements. HideTutorial This command will hide the tutorial shown based on the index input when the “ShowTutorial” command was input This command will damage the player based on the amount input. admincheat
DestroyTribePlayersAll tribe members will be destroyed depending on the player or character which you are looking at. But it should be noted that this is only effective if giving XP to another player, if you want to use it on yourself or a mount (whilst riding) then use the AddExperience command. GiveItem Add the specified blueprint to a players
inventory. Can be disabled with the use of the walk command. Do not include the < or > when entering the password, only the text or value within it. In 1 will add blueprint and 0 will add the item. So for example, if you wanted to spawn in a longneck rifle you would input admincheat GiveItemNum 132 10 1 0 GiveItemToPlayer Gives the specified
item or blueprint to the player based on the input into the command bar. GiveItemToPlayer Gives the specified item or blueprint to the player based on the input into the command bar.This command will add 50 of each resource in the game to the user's inventory. will give you a Simple Pistol, GiveItem
"Blueprint'/Game/PrimalEarth/CoreBlueprints/Weapons/PrimalItem_WeaponGun.PrimalItem_WeaponGun'" 1 1 0 will also give you a Simple Pistol as well as Changing the 0 to a 1 in either of these examples will give you a blueprint of the item instead. This will cause the server you are on the shutdown admincheat DoRestartLevelUse carefully! Will
cause an internal restart on the map admincheat EnemyInvisible trueOR admincheat EnemyInvisible falseWhen true is active, all wild dinos will not attack you on sight and also will not attack if you hit or shoot (attack) them. Will allow the user to gain ownership of all tribe/player structures belonging to that which he is looking at (within the
crosshairs) givecolors Will add amount of all in-game dyes/colors to the users' inventory All engrams in game will be unlocked for player/user who enters this command GiveExpToPlayer Simply gives experience to the specified player , of a decided amount. The password is within the server control panel and can be created by the server owner/admin.
So if you wanted to hurt yourself or kill yourself you input an amount that matches or exceeds your total health. For example, if you wanted a long neck rifle you would input cheat GFI longneck 15 0 1The first number input will be the quality, the second will be the quantity or amount and the third will be either 0 for blueprint or 1 for the actual item.
GameCommand This is used in order trigger or activate a game command, such as run a map or start a new game mode. The section, input the item or dino or command line in which you wish to see. for example admincheat getallstate Dodo_character_BP_CSimilar to "Get Chat" or "Get All States", this command will send and show all major game log
events (restart/stop/start the server) to the ".log" or "servergamelogs" files. Will show all players currently connected to the server and will also show you their Will promote you to the admin of a tribe even if you were not the one who created it (you have to be a member of the tribe in question in order for this command to work) Will make you the
founder go the tribe you are part of, even if you were not the one to originally make it Will open or close in-game menu (currently only used on PC version by hitting the Escape key) OpenMap This will open the map that has been specified in For example, if you wanted to open the Ragnarok Map you would type in Players can still all move upon
entering this command but all dinos/creatures and even the crafting or items will be suspended or “frozen” until this command is input again into the command bar Prints the Color ID’s (may save these to console but is only effective on PC version) Will remove the current tribe admin of your tribe to just simply be a member of that tribe. A fun
command to change the in-game display name of a player but will not affect any other element or property with their game. Add »_Fertilized« two times like so: "Blueprint'/Game/PrimalEarth/Test/PrimalItemConsumable_Egg_Stego.PrimalItemConsumable_Egg_Stego'"
"Blueprint'/Game/PrimalEarth/Test/PrimalItemConsumable_Egg_Stego_Fertilized.PrimalItemConsumable_Egg_Stego_Fertilized'" Please note that the egg health of these fertilized egg is zero. Purely visual. RequestSpectator Password is set by the server owner/main admin and can be activated and changed on the server settings page. Once entered
will enable request for spectator mode. Will run a save command and cause all game settings and instances to save SpiritCommand This is for mod authors only currently, cannot be used for single player mode or private servers as command scripts are accessible only to devs. (Walk) command will cancel this and you will fall, so be close to the
ground. However when used on a dino, although the ownership will be transferred it will not be accessible or rideable unless the tame command (forcetame or dotame) is also used. Important to do this after any change in wild dino behavior or stats in order to add the changes made. admincheat DisableSpectatorDue to a player initially entering
spectator mode, their character dies, so when you disable and "log out" of spectator mode you will see the respawn menu. enablecheats This needs to be input into the admin bar before inputting any other admin "cheat" commands (must be re-entered upon each login). This can be printed in PC and can be viewed also in the admin settings control
page. Quality and quantity can be set and 1 at the end will add blueprint, 0 will not for the last input number under giveitemnum Will add the specified item straight into the player's inventory based on the Item Number. If a word you think relates to an item does not work, try another version or that word or another word in the title or
item/structure/dino. Including all those belonging to the different members of the tribe. PS4 = L1 + R1 + Square + TriangleXbox One = LB + RB + X + YOnce you have the admin command bar you can input admin commands below. In order to enter ANY command, first, the player needs to make sure they have the correct permissions on the server
they are currently playing. If you place it on the ground it disappears immediately unless there are air conditioners around the egg when it is dropped This page is part of IGN's ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki guide and details everything you need to know about using ARK commands, including a complete list of all commands that are available for both
PS4 and Xbox One consoles. Admin commands or "cheat" commands are used in either single-player mode or a private server (dedicated, non-dedicated and also PC hosted third-party server). Note: Blueprint paths (or any UE4 asset path) are not case sensitive. Be careful! admincheat DestroyTribeDinosAll dinos will be destroyed depending on the
player or character which you are looking at. Those on the whitelist do not need to enter the password upon entering the server. This can be found either in the server settings or through the use of an admin password. This means that you will not be affected by ANY dino, player, creature, element or condition in the game. admincheat addexperience
Example: admincheat addexperience 50000 0 1Experience is used to level up and unlock engrams. You can look at either the tribes' structures or players and the tribe will join them instantly. Gives the user Infinite stats, Enemy invisible mode and also God mode with the addition of experience to their player. GMSummon This command will spawn in
the dino including the level selected. However altering this value can cause issues with clipping, sinking, or mobility problems that resemble rubber banding. If you wish to reset your character size you simply need to enter the value or "1" ClearPlayerInventory Player ID is the Steam, PSN or Xbox ID. But the falloff is that without a saddle you will
have a massive reduction in armor. Also, some codes may or may not require "admincheat" at the start so if you do not see the desired outcome try to add or remove this from the command bar. admincheat ExecSetSleeping true admincheat ExecSetSleeping false"true" will put a player to sleep and "false "will wake a player up. ServerChatToPlayer
Will send and show a message to the specified player SetAdminIcon “true” or “false”Will add or remove the admin icon that displays when in the in-game chat whenever an admin writes SetBabyAge Will set the age of the baby this is targeted (in players crosshairs) can range from between 0.01 - 1 SetFacialHairPercent Will change the length of the
beard value can range from 0.01 - 1 SetFacialHairStyle This will change the appearance of the facial hair, numbers correspond to a different style as listed below 0.Default Moustache Goatee Romantic Dread Bears Mutton Chops Curly Beard Viking Beard SetGlobalPause Will cause everything in game to be paused Will enable God mode for the player
who enters this command and can but toggled off by entering SetGraphicsQuality Changes the in-game graphics and quality but only has effect on a PC version of the game in enter Low Medium High Best/Epic SetHeadHairPercent Changes the length of players hair value ranges from 0.01 - 1 SetHeadHairStyle Community Crunch & Ark Digest
ForcePlayerToJoinTargetTribe This forces a player based on the player ID input to force join the tribe of which you are looking at. SDF
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